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文改错专题训练 kitty 2006.11 （一） People are envious of Zhang

Wei and his high salary . But the young engineer doesnt feel happy at

all . “A heavy workload ,fierce competition and rising living

expenses keep me working 1 the clock ,”said the 35-year-old .“I

wish I could go back to my university days ,even though I had far less

2 then.” Zhang is not the only one who doesnt feel as 3 as before .

“It is a time when money cant buy happiness,”said Andrew

Oswald,a British economist studying happiness . His research shows

that 4 society has become more prosperous and technically advanced

in Western countries ,life 5 has not improved over the last 30 years .

Oswalds theory 6 true in China too . 7 one of the worlds most robust

(有活力的)economies ,China 8 8-10 per cent annual GDP growth .

But according to a March survey by China Youth Daily and Sina .

com , around 85 per cent of Chinese people feel heavier living

burdens than 10 years ago 9 the fact that nearly 80 per cent say their

incomes have increased . “Traditional measurements of progress ,

which heavily 10 the economic over the social ,are becoming

outmoded (过时的),”said Oswald . He explained that in the

1940s,when people were struggling to 11 themselves ,growth was

needed to 12 the basics. But things have become totally different now

. A lot of people dont want a wider TV or more clothes 13 they need

a pleasing environment or a light -hearted party . So“we should 14



less on GDP ,but more on GWB , 15 general well-being ,”said

Oswald . Canadian ,British ,and northern European governments

have created their own quality of life indexes (指数)that include

crime ,health ,environmental ,and cultural 16 . In China , 

“happiness index ”has also become a buzz phrase (热门词汇) 17

the attention of economists and politicians . “Not only the

government but we citizens should adjust the 18 of self-development

to make ourselves happier ,”said Yuan Yue ,a Chinese sociologist .

Dont just chase money or fame . Make sure you have time to 19 .

Then youll be 20 ,he added .１、A、against B、behind C、around

D、with２、A、time B、money C、fun D、trouble３、A

、happy B、energetic C、healthy D、free４、A、as B、since C

、now that D、while５、A、level B、standard C、satisfaction D

、style６、A、keeps B、holds C、sounds D、remains７、A

、Like B、With C、As D、As for８、A、enjoys B、increases C

、develops D、advances９、A、regardless B、considering C

、despite D、allowing for10、A、prefer B、favor C、treasure D

、appreciate11、A、feed B、enjoy C、satisfy D、help12、A

、offer B、fullfil C、earn D、supply13、A、rather than B、as

much as C、as well as D、apart from14、A、apply B、employ C

、concentrate D、fix15、A、yet B、and C、or D、except16、A

、factors B、features C、elements D、causes17、A、fixing B

、paying C、attracting D、putting18、A、way B、measurement

C、degree D、form19、A、work B、relax C、study D

、exercise20、A、stronger B、happier C、healthier D、wealthier

（二）考试大www.100test.com I dont like Womens Day ,because I



, now only 21, was blessed with Happy Womens Day on March 8 by

several friends jokingly or not . Dont always think celebration is 1 .

For me ,this blessing means : I am not so 2 as a young girl . And that

is too bad ! Nowadays , womens status is higher and higher . In order

to show 3 to women and celebrate this important fact ,the

International Womens Day 4 . It is a very good thing to remind

people of 5 between men and women . But for the celebration , I

dont 6 .Because if women and men are 7 to be equal ,why we women

need the celebration 8 men neednt ? Because they dont have mens

day or they dont need ? This is unfair to men and women ,isnt it ?

The womens celebration 9 the very thing , the exact thing that men

and women are 10 ! Because the newborn baby boy now and man in

the future will be 11 by the fact : 12 only women have the celebration

? It is so unfair !And the newborn baby girl today and woman in

future will think it is so 13 that :we women are born to be delicate(纤

弱的)and 14 !We have our day celebrated ! 15 the day they learn that

women were considered as inferior(地位低的)in the old times can

they understand why we have womens day . Yes , it is worthwhile to

remember that we have this big 16 that men and women become

equal . But , celebration can be omitted because just I have already

said : 17 men and women are born to be equal it is 18 .and when the

womens day becomes a memorized day , 19 will bless me 20 .Happy

Womens Day ! １、A、fair B、good C、harmful D、bad ２、A

、young B、pretty C、active D、innocent ３、A、concern B

、care C、respect D、honor ４、A、comes in B、comes about C

、comes out D、comes up ５、A、difference B、right C



、equality D、fair ６、A、promise B、mind C、care D、agree 

７、A、meant B、intended C、supposed D、born ８、A

、while B、as C、so that D、though ９、A、proves B、shows C

、presents D、ensures 10、A、equal B、different C、alike D

、harmonious 11、A、attracted B、fascinated C、touched D

、confused 12、A、When B、How C、Why D、Where 13、A

、rediculous B、puzzling C、natural D、unacceptable 14、A

、hurt B、protected C、looked down upon D、made fool of 15

、A、Shortly after B、Unless C、No sooner than D、Not until 16

、A、progress B、move C、determination D、thought 17、A

、as B、though C、while D、when 100Test 下载频道开通，各

类考试题目直接下载。详细请访问 www.100test.com 


